
 

 

Ars Electronica Center 

Deep Space LIVE: CRYSTN HUNT AKRON  

THU 21.11.2019 / 8 p.m. – 9:30 p.m. / Deep Space 8K 

(Linz, 18.11.2019) A musical evening of a special kind awaits visitors of Deep Space LIVE, 

Thursday, 21.11.2019. Art pop singer and musician CRYSTN HUNT AKRON, formerly 

Madame Humtata, will present the first single of her new album "Lick my Fur" and will also 

perform an extraordinary pre-album live show. Music producer Roland von der Aist has 

rearranged the album especially for this live performance. The song lyrics are by the Linz 

artist Patrik Huber and deal with love, passion, lust and inner conflicts. Florian Berger's 

visualizations, in combination with the artist's abstract Avant Art Skin costumes, lend the 

performance an additional charm. The entrance costs 26 euro, beginning is at 8 p.m. 

CRYSTN HUNT AKRON 

CRYSTN HUNT AKRON alias Christine Hinterkörner is a music producer, artist and active in 

the fields of contemporary, electronic, experimental music and performing arts. She is a 

graduate of the Anton Bruckner Private University Linz, composes and sings for various 

music, theatre, dance projects and sound installations. As a music producer and composer, 

she prefers industrial sounds paired with dramatic and minimalist sounds. She especially 

enjoys recording broken instruments and breathes new life into everyday objects in order to 

create a new world of sounds with them. 

Deep Space LIVE 

Every Thursday, 7 p.m. (except public holidays), the Ars Electronica Center invites you to a 

Deep Space LIVE. High-resolution images in 16 by 9 meter format will be combined with 

expert commentary, entertaining double conferences and musical improvisation. Whether it's 

art-historical tracing, space flight, a voyage of discovery into the nanoworld or a LIVE concert 

- Deep Space LIVE stands for enlightening entertainment amidst impressive visual worlds. 

Admission costs €3. With a valid museum ticket, the visit is free of charge.   
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